Accurate structure factors and experimental charge densities from synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data at SPring-8.
Accurate structure factors of silicon and diamond have been experimentally determined from powder diffraction data measured at the third-generation synchrotron-radiation source SPring-8, BL02B2. The accuracy of the obtained structure factors has been evaluated by comparing with structure factors in the literature measured by the Pendellösung method and with some from theoretical calculations. The results indicate that the structure factors from powder data are accurate enough to discuss the experimental charge-density distributions of these materials. The number of structure factors of silicon determined in the present study is 104, which is three times more than that of previous Pendellösung data. The experimental charge densities have been obtained by the maximum-entropy method from the present structure factors. The charge densities at bond mid-points for silicon and diamond show good agreement with different kinds of theoretical calculations. The present study proved that the powder diffraction at SPring-8 is a promising method for determination of experimental charge density for a wider range of materials.